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Abstract

The paper presents a short reminder of Romania's Cernavoda NPP entering
commercial operation and a brief description of the CANDU-6 project on which Unit 1 is
based. The short term objectives of the maintenance management, the status of the existing
maintenance programmes as well as future predictable maintenance programmes are outlined
together with the Government plan to complete the balance of NPP.

0. INTRODUCTION

A new chapter in the Romanian nuclear power sector began last December, when
Cernavoda Unit 1, the first CANDU in Europe, entered commercial service. In the first nine
months of operation the plant showed remarkable performance (90% availability factor for a
net capacity of 635 MWe, compared to 78% target). Owned by the Romanian state utility
RENEL. the first full year of NPP operation will give,, in 1997, an anticipated output of 4.840
TWh. This is equivalent to 1.25 million tonnes of imported petrol, thus cutting Romania's oil
import bill by US $ 160 million.

1. ROMANIA'S LARGEST SINGLE POWER UNIT, CERNAVODA 1, THE ONLY
NUCLEAR FACILITY IN EASTERN EUROPE EFFECTIVELY BASED ON
WESTERN TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED
SAFETY CRITERIA

Cernavoda Unit 1 provides a reliable, cost - effective and clean source of electricity to
support the Romanian economy, delivering about 9% of the country's average annual
requirement to the national grid. The successful start-up milestones of the first from five
identical 700 Mwe CANDU units originally planned for Cernavoda NPP (located on the
Danube, about 160 km east of Bucharest) included 16.04.1996 (first criticality). 11.07.1996
(first connection to the grid), 02.10.1996 (first full power operation), 02.12.1996 (commercial
operation) and 31.07.1997 (AECL/ANSALDO Consortium handing over management
responsibility to Romanian staff).

The option of a Western technology for our first NPP was mainly based on the
following reasons:

• the great attention paid to safety matters (i.e. containment, redundant reactor
control, seismic design, environmental qualification a.s.o.)

• the use of natural uranium as fuel and heavy water as coolant and moderator,
which were possible to be manufactured in Romanian facilities.
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the chosen technology was a well-proven one by the large experience gained in
construction and operation of other CANDU stations around the world,
the process equipment for CANDU NPP did not required as large an investment in
sophisticated manufacturing plants as that for other types of nuclear stations, thus
allowing utilization of Romanian manufactured equipment.

2. CANDU - 6 PROJECT BRIEF DESCRIPTION

CANDU is an abbreviation for CANadian Deuterium Uranium, and means a
pressurised heavy-water moderated and cooled reactor (PHWR) design. The Cernavoda
CANDU-6 project is based on:

a) the reference plant Point Lepreau Canadian design for NSP
b) the Italian ANSALDO design for BOP
c) the American GENERAL ELECTRIC design for the turbine - generator
d) the Romanian design fbr some specific systems and general activities coordination

(except 1991 to mid. 1997 when AAC took, over coordination)

The reactor "burns" unenriched uranium (found in Romania) thus requiring a highly
efficient neutron economy (which demands the use of heavy water D20 as neutrons moderator)
and also on-line refuelling, with frequent replacement of small amounts of spent fuel with
fresh ones. The latter is done remotely and automatically by two refuelling machines, without
having to shut down the reactor - an important element in 0 & M cost reduction.

This on-line refuelling dictates another PHWR specific design feature: horizontal
arrangement of fuel assemblies into the pressure tubes, centered within calandria tubes. All
fuel in CANDU-6 cores is contained inside the calandria - a cylindrical low-pressure tank
filled with the heavy-water moderator at low temperature and near-atmospheric pressure. The
calandria is positioned in a steel-lined concrete vault filled with light water, which provides
external radiation shielding and emergency cooling. Heat developed from fission within fuel
channels (2,064 MWt) is removed by PHT pumps circulating D20 coolant through two
separate loops to four steam generators (SG), each loop servicing half of the fuel channels.
Demineralized light water circulated through the SG secondary side is the steam source.

The BOP regenerative cycle is characterised by a high thermal efficiency, enhanced
thermal recovery of feedwater and condensate extraction systems and an improved main
equipment design.

3. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES

The main objective of Maintenance management is to ensure, that all systems,
structures and components are in adequate state to fulfil their functions, i.e.:

• provide equipment operability and power maneuverability
• achieve greater economy in power production reducing overall 0 & M costs.
• reduce occupational radiation exposure (ALARA)
• maintain or enhance safety and reliability levels for safety systems as well as for

production systems.
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Actual Maintenance Department organisation includes around 350 personnel divided
into four sections: Mechanical; Electrical, Instrumentation & Control; General Services; and
Maintenance Engineering Support. Main specific activities are shown in appendix 1.

Till present the man-hours distribution of maintenance activities (outage, backlog,
completion of SDIDCN (station dispositions/design change notices)) was 60 % corrective
maintenance (a high percentage specific to NPP's first year of operation and enhanced by the
non-existence of external specialised services), 30% preventive maintenance including
inspections, and 10% modifications implementation. Maintenance's short-term objective
(appendix 2) is to reduce the unplanned (corrective) maintenance share, while improving the
preventive maintenance one. The long-term target is to move towards modern developments
in safety-related maintenance increasing the predictive maintenance share.

4. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMS

Corrective maintenance program. The goal is to lower the increased "breakdown
maintenance" percentage away from 60% to a more convenient value of 10-20% from total
maintenance man-hours while strengthening work quality and introducing new cost-effective
techniques (as FURMANITE on-line under-pressure leak sealing, used to prevent unit
shutdown).

Preventive maintenance program. Completion of call-ups (about 70% are produced),
revision of those already implemented, data input and specific database updating are current
activities. Equipment selection and scheduled preventive maintenance frequency adjusting are
also considered. Identification of all Ul-needed oil and grease types and of their original
equipment manufacturer's approved equivalents are main steps of lubricants program.

Master Equipment List program. Main target is to complete identification of all U1 -
installed equipment and it's main technical and QA characteristics, while loading infos into
MEL database.

Spares systematic review program. Main objectives are Ul-needed consumables and
common stock items catalogues preparation, as well as equipment spare parts technical
identification and stock assessment. First two NPP operation years critical spares were already-
identified and procured.

Equipment maintenance history program. The aim is to record all applicable data for
maintenance and related test activities into a special dedicated database.

Obsolete items program. This program's intention is to collect in due time all
necessary data in order to identify a substitute for replacement once there are indications that a
particular type of equipment will no longer be made, and to be prepared for when obsolete
equipment has to be replaced.

Maintenance tools program. Tools inventon' review and tools replacement plan are
main objectives.

Personnel training program. Up to now. most training has been developed by the "on
the job" training process. While part of employees have gone through systems-knowledge
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oriented training, and safety culture in maintenance, for some specific areas (like metrology,
welding, pressure boundary work a.s.o.) personnel were specifically trained, qualified and
authorized. JRTR's job related training requirements) have been prepared. Special facilities for
skill-oriented training are to be ready as soon as possible. Design and construction of a unique
maintenance training center building are also being considered.

Other on-going main activities include: maintenance documentation updating and
specific library organizing; maintenance databases designing and their update; maintenance-
related performance indicator system implementation: improving coordination and interface
with other maintenance-related groups inside the NPP. as well as with external organizations
(Regulator)' Body a.s.o). Identification of critical equipment, taking into consideration the
manufacturers' recommendations or operation point of view (plant specific experience
feedback) and analysis of external experience are only a few of the difficulties to keep
maintenance programs alive or establish management decision criteria.

5. PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

Efforts are made to purchase and implement a new integrated licenced program,
transforming the existing Ul maintenance programs through RCM philosophy into a complete
analysis of equipment health thus allowing to predict failures, identify root-cause of problems
and affording to accurately schedule the maintenance downtime. Main directions of this
program are vibration analysis, infrared thermography, motor diagnostics, alignment,
balancing and continuous online equipment condition monitoring.

Another last-generation licenced program to be purchased is dedicated to the on-line
valves testing and accurately measuring of different characteristics.

6. CONCLUSIONS

While developing a more proactive maintenance policy and monitoring the overall
maintenance process, Cemavoda must reevaluate the tuning/design philosophy of all
existing/future maintenance programs, expecting appropriate 0 & M tasks being carried out at
cost-effective time intervals, and a long-term improvement in plant performance.

Unit 1 has decided to have a long-term relationship with other nuclear utilities and to
receive support from international organizations (IAEA, COG, WANO, INPO) to ensure we
keep-update with new maintenance developments, as well as to benefit from experience
gained by other power plants. This is vital for our facility in today's conditions of very tight
budgets and a very competitive market-place.

The Romanian Government has recently declared its nuclear energy program a
national priority for the country's economy over the next five years. This program foresees:

a) completion of NPP Unit 2 till 2001 (construction is 26% complete, with about
60% of equipment and materials on site, and estimated cost of completion raising
to $750 milion);

b) commissioning of Unit 3 before 2005
c) commissioning of Units 4 and 5 after 2005.
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With all future-needed nuclear fuel and heavy-water inventory being produced
exclusively in Romania, Cernavoda NPP is expected to have an important role in assuring a
safe electricity supply not only in Romania but even to neighbouring areas by replacing old
and obsolete fossil and non-Western designed nuclear power plants. Now Cernavoda is a key
step for the socio-economic transition to a new future in Romania and Eastern Europe.
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Appendix 2 Maintenance management short-term objectives
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